When you buy something that’s hardware or software, you own it. The company you bought it from should have no say in what you do with it. Whether it be loading different software, or taking it apart and using all or parts of it to put together other devices, the person who owns it has that right. If you can't open it you don't own it. Which means the company you bought the device from still owns what you just bought, not you. When did buying something outright and being able to do with it what you want become its yours only if you let us tell you how to use it and restrict all you dealings within a narrow window. Copyrights where never made to restrict such Fair use actions, or using portions of copyright material to make it your own and printing an excerpt to comment on, remixed, fan made trailer, video of a game so people can see what the game is like, or any other such actions. They are there to protect the person or company from another person or company from copying it then Profiting from it by making the exact same thing and selling it, and thereby making the owner lose money. The actions to be considered for exception do not hinder that process and make it possible for people who buy and OWN such things continue use what they have bought as do own it not as if they are renting or leasing Said product. Copyrights are not there to stop people from doing legal things, such as Fair use, to their devices or software or other copyrighted material, but to enable owners of the Copyright to take legal action if there is such actions taking place that makes the owner of said copyright lose money while the person who stole it make money. Actions, Such as Jail-breaking, are not out to make money but to make it theirs, to arrange things to personalize and make use of the thing they bought in a way that suits them, not some corporation that makes it one size fits all and then threatens legal action when you personalize the thing you own. The exemption should be granted because it lets buyers of said material make it their own while still letting the owners of the copyright take legal action against anyone who would copy and sell such material for their own profit.